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ME
WELL, HERE WE ARE AGAIN, liet' and currency, all seem to float
which in a haze, · inconsequential and
included sundry aches · and pains, scarcely interesting. The world
hospitalization, picture-taking, and rolls along and the patient is conw;hat not. The tent to let it roll without his asold type w r i t e r sistance.
seems a
little ·
wobbly, but , we I GOT AWAY WITH MY APshall, see what we pendix. intact, :which is more than
s?all ~ee. A hos- can be said by Henry Ford or a
pital 1s a 8:eat number of my Grand Forks friends. ·
place to. d1ssi- I . can still :Pave· app·endicitis any
pate illus1.ons of old time, while they are deprived
various k 1 n d s, of that privilege. But I had some
among them the dandy pictures taken
notion that one'is
•.
indispensable in
*
the scheme of THE:8,E ARE VARIOUS WAYS.
things. One might of takmg X-ray pictures, but the
suppose that the results in an cases are such as
unremitting at- would have shocked the good lady
Davies
tention the quick who wrote the teacher that she
respon~e to one's didn'~ want lit:tle Ju!ia , to . study
slightest wants, and the sympa- physiology as sh? didn t thmk. it
the tic messages from ftiends, when proper for the. child to. b~ studying
ne is able to understand what they so much about her insides.
are all about, would tend to mag' '.
*
nif~ 9ne's ego. Perhaps they have BONES MAK~ THEIR OWN
thaf t.m.\\~mcy, but. the whole atmos- shadows~ and I ~ave learned things
pher&. tpta .. w}llch one passes has about ;n~ne. that I never .suspected.
quite -the oppgsite effect.
To ob~am. images of some of the
*
other organs they fill you up with .
THE PATIENT WHO IS ELIGI- 1:ll!tallic salts and then tur~ on the
ble for hospital care becomes an in- Jmce.. The results are Interesting,
conspicuous unit in a great aggre- and in ~y case ~ found so~e of
gation. His sensations are no long- t~em qmte . artistic. T~ere 1s o.ne
er peculiar to himself, but are part pic~ure of the abdominal cavity
and parcel of sensations which ard -W-hich impresses me as really a
shared by many around him. If he work of art. In so~e ways it. re, is conscious he knows that his minds me of. ho~-killmg day on the
aches and pains are paralleled by farm, but the bght and shade eft wounds and bruises . all up and fects are much .more nif~y, away .
r down the corridors, and that the ahead of that ?1cture which used .
. . care which is given him is . given to adorn the first page of Ayer?s
. equally to others. He is one of a almanac.
; great company.
~
*
I HAVE NO DOUBT THAT
. THERE IS, TOO A COMFORT- there are other pictures just as fine
· ing relief from the ~ense of respon- as mine. It seems too bad that
. sibility. Normally one i,s accustom- ther should be hidden away in .
ed to make his own decisions and anatomical filling cases. What a
. do things for himself. In the sick- display they would make, end how
. bed all his decisions are made for interest~ng if . properly labeled. The
him by others and there is requi~- one of mine which I fancy most I
ed only passive acquiescence in have thought some of havng reprowhat they do."" Nothing matters. Is duced for distribution as a Christthe weather cold. or hot, calm or ma~ card, but I . haven't got around .
stormy? What difference does it to it. The i~ea has great .possibilmake? Somebody else is attending ities.
to the weather. Does a fire truck
*
*
go by? Let it go. There are peo- ANYWAY, IT'S GOOD TO BE
ple who attend to fires; let them alive, to feel strength returning,
look after this one. Is the world and to be able to watch the wheels
I in a turmoil? Doubtless it will revolve again with renewed lively
right itself. Why worry? Problems interest in their motions. I have
of business, of statecraft, farm re· an accumulation of correspondence

after ·. a long intermission,

* * *
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RAY WILCOX OF G -ILBY
:Wrltes: "There has been a meadow
ark. out in the pasture all fall, and
. his morning (Nov. °19) when· I
went out after
straw I found it
about exhausted.
It hopped onto
the sleigh runner,
so I shelled some
corn for it. It
tried to eat it, but
the kernels were
too big. Later I
w,e n t out and
caught it an d
brought it into
the house. After
it was warmed.
up it was as lively as could be. Do
you t h i n lt it
D I
av es
would live' If confined in a cage? If so what should
I feed it? Do you know how far
south they go to spend the winter?"

* *.. *

I AM SORRY THAT ILLNESS
has prevented attention being givtm to this letter before, and I hope
that in the meantime Mr. Wilcox
bas . found a satisfactory solution
of his problem. In any case I feel I
should have been of little assistance, as my knowledge of how to
de~l with birds is limited.

* * *

GENERALLY WILD BIRDS DO
not thrive well when caged, although there are numerous excepitlons to this rule. In fact, all of our
ciomesticated birds have com~
from wild stock. Two reasons operate against success in caging birds.
First, many of the little creatures
are SI)· timid that imprisonment
and the close presence of human
beings frightens them and In their
terror they refuse to eat and wear
themselves out in attempts to es-

cape. Second, lack of suitable food
causes them tQ s\cken and · die.

* * *

MY GUESS IS THAT IN AN
emergency a bird as sociable as!
the meadow lark might come to
feel at home in a roomy cage if
care were taken to protect it from
aiinoyance. I should recommend
experimentally a mixed diet of
small grains and weed seeds from
which the bird mignt select at will,
with occasional fine meat scraps
.&. -

6

•

w taKe .the place of the insects on I
which It subsists partially when at
liberty.

•. * *·

MR. WILCOX'S PURPOSE IS,
of course, to save the life of a helpless little creature which otherwise
would perish, a purpose ,quite different from that whfcn prompts
' thoughtless persons to cage wild
birds merely for the. fun of it. This
latter practice is· frowned upon everywhere by nature lovers and ·
there are numerous · statutes prohibiting it. I do not know whether
-or not North Dakota has such a
statute, but in s,ny case it could
not operate in such a c~se as this.

* * *

ACCORDING TO REED'S BIRD
Guide there are . at least two' sub. species of .the meadow lark. What
is known as the common meadow
r lark ls said to
range east· of. ·the
plains and as far north as southern Canada, The western· meadow
lark is described as having tbe
yellow . on the throat extended on
\ the sides, to have a more brilliant
and varied song than the eastern
bird, and, to range from the plains
to the Pacific. Presumably this, is
the variety we have here. It h~s
seemed to me tnat · our prairie
meadow lark has a more tuneful
song than the eastern bird. Meadow larks are said to winter as far
north as Illiriois, so they are more
accustomed to cold than the birds
that winter farther south.

I

* * *

I ONCE UNDERTOOK, WITH
moderate success, to raise a young
crow. When a boy I captured a
bird that was too young to fly. I
kept him in an empty stable, and
perhaps because he had the run of
quite a large place and was able to .
select most of his own food he
grew and prospered. He became
quite friendly and seemed to know
his own name, which was Tommy.
My ambition was to teach him to
talk. I had heard of the notion
that a crow can be taught to talk
if its tongue is slit. I have always
been squeamish about performing
surgical operations, and anyway I
liked Tommy too well to slit his
tongue. Also there was a theory
that the operation ,was unnecessary
so I determined to get along without it. I spent hours repeating simple words to Tommy, but got no response beyond a hoarse croak
which I fancied was the bird's attempt at speech. Tommy became
quite a pet and would follow me
all about
the
'Place. Also, he was an
.
'·

I

.

WHAT CONSTITUTES . GOOD
English? A great many people
have .tried for a long time to find
out and no unanimous decision has
b e e n reached.
Numerous p ersons have laid
down what they
conceived to be
the law on the
subject~ but. these
laws, like some
others, have often
been more honored in the breach
than ln the observe.nee. Teachers of English in
convent 1 on assembled at Memphis have made a
Davtea
deliverance on the
,
subject in a report approving the findings of the
late Dr.• Leonard of Washington
and a committee which cotnpleted
a survey begun by him several
years ago and carried on until his

death.

* * .*

'

,

IN THE REPORT THE POSItion ia taken that "the language
was ntade for man and not man

for the language," a theoey which
forxnalists will consider revolutionary and destructive. In accordance , with this concept the report
admits as good English many
forms which have been considered
dubious and as . . at least permissible
.
~ther forms ,w~1ch ling~istic dogmatists have reJected as monstroslties. The idea is that _language
exists for the purpose of expressIng the thoughts ~nd emotion~ of
living, growing bemgs whose outlook a~d .environment are constantJy changing, and that rules must
be adapted to that growth rat?er
than that growth shall be restricted in order to conform to arbitrary
rules.

*

IT IS FOR

*THIS
*

saying to them reassuringly, ..This
is only me!' President Hoover does
not hesitate to split an Infinitive
when he finds that the most convenient way of expressing himself.

*

* *

IN AN ARTICLE ON DRESS,
by a forgotten writer, t~ere was
bit that has stuck In my mind ever
since. The writer said that when
he met a girl so dressed that his
thou·g ht was "What a stunnin
costume!'' dress had not been
properly used, but that when his
thought was "What an attractive
girl!" the dress, whatever it might
be, was perfect!I Language is .th
dress of thought, and when I read
an article which fixes my attentio
on the manner of expression rathe
than on the thought itself, I have
a feeling that there is something
wrong.' An obvious effort to be
te hnically accurate grates on me
more than a technical inaccuracy
which gives me a sense . of clarity
and spontanietye
~.

THE

* * ·*

COMMITT~E :REPORT
deals
with
punctuation
and
brushes . away form of the traditions which have surrounded that
subject.
Nevertheless, . however,
the . rul~s may be framed, punctuatlou ls important. There is. an old
story, c,?ncern!~? the writm.g of
Gr~y 8 Elegy, m the perfection of
which ~he poet spent twelve years.
Ac~ordmg to the story in the draft
which Gray sent to the printer the
first line read:
"The curfew tolls, the knell of
P rtlng day ,,
aDeliberateiy or ll)advertently the
printer omitted the comma and
i:p.ade it read:
.
"The curfew tolls the knell of
parting day."
on receiving the proof-sheets
Gray approved the change and let
it stand. The omission of that little comma changed the entire
structure and meaning of the sentence.

* *

*,

REASON
that the report approves the ex- AN INQUIRER ASKS TH~
pression "this is me'' and admits New York Times Book Review for
the permissiQility of the split ln- the authorship of the quotation:
1
finitive when that form lends
"Haunts that once knew him shall
self to clarity and simplicityQ
know him no more forever." The
.
*
*
line appeared familiar except that
PRESIDENT WILSON WAS A the word "haunts'' didn't seem to
scholar and master of English. I belong. I have hunted for it, but
suppose his written work is about am unable to find anything that
as free from technical error as any- satisfies me. There are several
thing that one ·c an find. Yet in his Biblical quotations which approxispeech he sometimes preferred to mate it, but . none of them seems
get directly to the point, regardless quite to fit. I wonder if some
of rule~. Once, referring to the at.. reader may be able to identify it.
mosphere of unreality which sur- Like many others, when I get
rounds the presidential office, he started hunting for something half·
said t~at when people stood before re~embered and half-forgotten I
him in apparent aw~ he felt l~ke find it. difficult to dismiss it.

it-I

*

THE ATTENTION THAT HAS
been given to the centenary o
Louisa M. Alcott has brought t
me recollections of old times in a
very p 1 e a s i n g
mann.e r. M a n y
thousands of others must have
had like experience. All over the
world Louisa M.
Alcott ls known
and loved especially for her
book "Little Women." It w a s
through another
book, written later and less famous, that I first
made her ac
quaintance, f o
Davies
fn my very jun
tor years I was given "Little Men'
as a Christmas present, and I read
and re-read that book until I had
it almost· ~ommitted to memory. It
is for that reason that I always
think as Miss Alcott as the author
of "Little . Men" rather than o
"Little Women," although I sup
pose that, judged by all the literary
standards, the latter is superior.
'

I

* * *
SUPPOSE NO OTHER BOOKS

ever written tor young people have
worn as well. There was no dearth
of reading matter l;p.tended chiefly
for youngsters; .i:WAe.ll. "Little w omen" was written the dime novel
as getting Into its stride. It has
wide range. 'It$ publications dealt
Ith the exploits of highwaymen,
eal a:n~ fmagl~ary:, ~ith Indian

i

fighting and buffalo hunting on the
plains, and · of youthful adventure
in evecy imaginable field. Its criminals were cast in heroic mould and
its youthful adventurers were models of virtue, courage and resourcefulness.

* * *

PUBLISHERS EMPLOY E
hack writers to turn · out thes
yarns by the ream, and while thos
writers may not .have been as pr
lific as tlie late Edgar Fawcett, the
volume of their output was astonishing. For some reason the reading of dime novels, so-called, was
commonly considered immoral and
highly dangerous to the rising generation. Just why this was so is
: not clear, for · while popular taste
i f was lnclinea to condemn fiction on
general principles, it looked toler-

antly and sometimes with approval
on the story with a rightecfus purpose with a sound moral tacked on
.at the tail end.

*

*.

*

"

l

THE P.IME NOVEL ASA RULE
complied. with these specifications.
While it threw an aura of romance
arouµd the bandit and· the gun
fighter, the fact was invariably
made clear that the illegal acts
of the hero were regrettable and
sure to bring him to a bad end. Always the bad end · was provided.
The youthful Jier9 of a different
type, upright and honorable, was
always able to frustrate his enemies and to emerge triumphant
from the most difficult situations,
and the reader was left with the
' assurance, not only that virtue is
its own reward, but that it is sure
to win otlier su staiitial regards
in wealth and distinction. to say
nothing of marriage with the boss'
beautiful daughter.

* * *

JUST WHAT OUR ELDERS
c uld ~have found amiss with such
books I do not know• . Their cheapness may have created an unfavorable impression, and there was the
added fact that the youngsters
liked them. Banished from the fireside they found refuge in the :w-oodshed and the hay loft, dnd in such
places they were greedily and secretly. devoured, acquiring the additional piquant flavor of stolen
fruit. Passed from hand to han~
a few books would serve the boys
of an entire neighborhood for quite
some time, so that a few dimes
could be made to go a long way
in developtng our appreciation of
literature. ·

* * *

GIRLS HAD THEIR OWN LITerature, of a different type, and I
do not know that there was any
, considerable number of books written for girls that fell under the
ban of domestic censorship. My
impression is that most of the girls'
books of the day · were . of the
"prunes and prisms" class, incalcu~tin; thi ~~{!lin~l :virtu~1 ~~d
~--~~:.a.I..~

+·

,,.,........

.
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~~R~G

EN-l

.
THE DAYS OF
forced retirement I have been
reaq.ing with great interest a book
·
t h at my friend
Max Kannowski,
superintendent of
p a r k s lent me.
The book is entitled "My Animal F r i e n d s,"
and its author is
C.,
Emerson
Brown, director
of the Philadelphia Zoological
garden and a n
old friend of Mr.
Kannowski. I n ·
describing the
book I think I
·ca.n do no better
Davies
than quote from
the preface, in which the author
says:

* * *

"THE BOOK IS NOT A NATural history, although hopes to contr bute, fl'.;pm years of observation,
its ~11 tart to the growing fund
of kn
lel}ge concerning wild life.
It Is npt . a treatise on zoological
gardeits, although it describes
many ~of the conditions under
which they operate and the methods employed to insure the maximum of health and happiness to
captive exhibits. It is rather the
story of friendships and co-operation between the author and some
of the more interesting of the an_imals, whom he regards as being
created by the same powers that
made man, being governed by the
same natural laws,· and offering a
fascinating subject of study to all
love nature."

* *

'*
AT INDICATES
ACCURATE-

na-11

rn

who had succeeded
raising
tive-bom chimpanzees to maturity. ly the scope and lmrp~se of the
As a result of years of observation · , book. . In connectioli with the deMadame Abreu was convinced that 1scriptive matter n1Jmerous stories
the apes have unusual senses not 1are told illustratin,g il:\e character\ possessed by mano For example, i~tics ot diff~rent groups. and indishe believed that they have pow- vid~als. Inc1den~s. ar~ given illus\ erful eyesight in some · way similar trabng the keen mtelbgence of the
to the X-ray, whereby they can great apes,. esp?cially the chimJ!ansee through such solid substances zees. Mention 1s made of a curious
as wooden partitions. She believed, · theory held by Madame Rosalie
too, tha , they can sense death Abreu, of Havana! Cuba, a woman
among others of their kind,, even of wealth and refinement, who dewhen out of sight, and that they voted many ye~rs to. the collection
have some form of religious under- .and study of wild animals. At the
standing.
time of her death she had one of
1
,t
the finest collections of apes in the
·I WHILE MR. BROWN POINTS world, ncl, was the only person
numerous differences in temperament in both groups and individu. als, his experience convinces him
that few of those naturally wild
·are to be trusted even after they
have been long in captivity and
seem quite tame and amiable. Many
of them are prone to have fits without provocation, and practically all
·are sensitive to sud.d en and unexpected movements of those about
them. '

l

* *

* * *

IN COMPARISON MR. BROWN
believes a tame lion less dangerous
than the so-called tame deer, especially during the season when the
deer's antlers are fully grown and
hardened. Elk which seem to be
tame enough to eat out of one's
hand may suddenly turn into vicious beasts, stabbing with their
sharply pointed antlers or cutting
with their powerful hoofs.

* * *

CONCERNING THE MATTER
of antlers there has always been
confusion among those not familiar
with wild life. The question is often asked, "Do d~er actually shed
those enormous antlers and grow
a new set each year?" Mr. Brown
says definitely that this is the habit of all deer, even the lordly moose
with his gigantic antlers. That
such immense growth , with its
flint-like structure, can be the result of one year's growth seems
next to impossible, but we have the
word of an expert for it.

* * *

.

THE BOOK IS NOT CONFINED
to description of animals in captivity, but aeals also with the habits
of tho~e animals in their natural
environment,· hence in the description of animals, birds and reptiles
·.t~! _
rga.g.~~ i1 :t~1'-e~
~v~~ tll~

~u

mena Daugherty
(Mrs. · · Andy
NEIL . JolDisTON, . OF INK
Phalen,
Grand
Forks);
J. T. Mcster, gives the following lively
Manus,
Lacell,
·
Manitoba;
Ella
sketch Qf old school days in InkMcManus
(Mrs.
.John
McConster township, Grand Forks counnachie), Pembina; .John Herriott,
ty: "I notice that it has become·
deceased;
Minnie Herriot , . ( Mrs.
customary on graduation days in
Jerry
Fountain,
Dahlen); Simon
schools for a member of the outand
Pete
Clemmo,
Michigan; Torgoing class to read its history as .
gar
Hagne·
s
s,
Fordville;
Daniel
part of the commencement proJohnston,
·deceased;
Mary
A
.
.Johngram. I thought it might be i~ter~
ston
(Mrs
.
.
.James
Coulter,
deesting to many of the Herald readceased,
Grand
Forks);
Katie
.Johners who live in the northern part
·ston (Mrs . .J. :r. Ferguson, Park
ef Grand Forks county, and to
River); .J. B. ,Johnston, Los An'\Vhom your column is of,. ~rsonal
geles,
California; W. D. Hamilton,
Interest, to learn something about
Fisher,
Minnesota; Neil .Johnston,
the first term of school held in
Inkster.
l'Dlkmount township; who were the
boys and girls attending it, and
*
"OF THE* SIXTEEN
PUPILS
where they are now. Although fifty
who
·
answered
the
roll
call
th,at
~ears have come and gone since the
day·
fifty
years
ago,
I
am
the
only
sixteen scholars who made up Elk..
one .: now residing in Elkmount
&iount school's first class used tOi
tow.n ship.
play on the hill at- the back of th~
school, only three have gone from
*
''I AM ALWAYS INTERESTED
this life.
' in ~ reading the That Reminds Me.
column in the Herald. I noticed
*
*
*
THE FIRST TERM OF
that you mentioned that at one
school in Elkmount township was
time you had lived at Brampton,
lield in a log house built by .John
Ontario. (My tqi,n was Brantford,
McConnachie ,who was afterwards
but I underst~~-. that Brampton
tr. S. customs officer at Pembina
is also a good1f' town.-W. P. D.)
where he was stationed for many
My father, Angus 3'ohnston, learned
years. This log house stood thr~e
the blacksmith trade there about
quarters of a mile west of the pres70 years ago. Afterwards he movent school building in District 34,
ed from Brampton , to Stayner,
known as the Old Belleville school.
Simcoe county, where i was born.
It was in the summer of 1883 that
* * ·*
'
the first school term was held. The
"DO YOU REMEMBER YOUR
teacher under whom we met , on
. first Canadian reader? I still have
that historic occasion was a young
lllY 'Campbell's First Reade:'?!\an named Finney (whom we
well, no, it is not really my f!rst
ealled respectfullly, Miste, Finney~
'First Reader,' because at that time
children were taught the letters
I do· not remember his first · name.
of the alphabet before they were
nor where he came from; he spent
taught to read, anp by: the time
the week-ends at or near to NiI had mastered the alphabet I had
agara with his sister..
my 'First Reader' half chewed up,
"THE LOG SCHOOL HOUSE
and Dad had to buy me a new copy
had in it little furniture.
There
by the time I was r~~dy to learn .
was one chair and a home-made
to read.,
1
table served the teach.er for a desk.
··.tHE
£ESSON
A wide board fastened to the wall
and raised about three feet from
the floor served the pupils as their
desk, while another board set at
the pr~er height was our seat.
There was no back-rest t<;> this
bench on which we all sat and
, faced the wall while at our studies.

1

*

* *

iiast

* * *

"THE FOLLOWING ANSWERed the first roll call of Elkmount
school at the beginning of its first
Jterms: · Malcolm· and Dan McLean,
I now residents of Dahlen; Phila-

ml

ern ·. birds sliow similar variations
I HAVE A .LETTER FROM W.
in their feathered coats, but I have
C. Williams,. Grand Forks, who says
never noticed it although I have
that he has been inte~ested ii). the . · shot wild turkeys in the Blue Ridge
references to outdoor life which
mountains of Pennsylvania when
have appeared from time to time
was a boy, using a shot gun loade
in this column. Mr. Williams
with a ramrod and using caps in
writes:
stead of the modern shells."

*

*

* FORTUNATE
"HAVING BEEN·
enough to spend a great deal of my
time out of doors, hunting, trapping and fishing, I have surely appreciated your reference to the 81111tumn woods, whose colors are beyond the power of any pa\:r,.ter to
reproduce. Another featur& of the
woods that cannot be reproduced
is that of a rainy ~ight, the rain
freezing as it falls, and toward
morning a heavy 11\Jst which also
freezes on the trees, . giving them a
silver color. Such Ii scene is hard
to picture. Some may fail to see
the beauty of it, thinking of the
cold, yet it is the~e if you look
for It.

*

*

"HOWEVER, *THERE IS
saying that the writer who wrot
"Beautiful Snow" never laid
briclt ln it. · I happen to 1* a bricklayer, and I know. I have heard
a story of a scapegrace whose father bought him an orange grove in
California for a wedding present.
He was gone four years, and then
came back home for a visit in the
middle ot a hard winter. I niet him
and asked 'How come, George?'
'Oh hell!' be said. 'I got tired looking at the sunshine and came back
where I could see some snow.'
''YOU HAVE WRITTEN ABOUT
north
. during the winter. My opinion is
that at the time of migration they
were unable to leave with the flock;
pos~ibly because of sickness. No,
a •Ingle bird, .or even a few remaining north is no indication of
a mUd winter. It they remained in ·
flocks I might take some stock in
it, .but this I have never seen.

blrda that have- remained

* * *

"BUT I'LL TELL YOU WHAT
is an indication of a hard winter,
which I have proved to my satisfaction more than once. That is
when fur-bearing animals show an
unu~ually heavy coat of fur in the
tall. If when they are trapped in the fall they show an unusually .
heavy coat of fur, that is the bes\
sign I know of for a hard winter
and ~rice versa. . Perhaps our north~

* * *

IT IS A FAR CRY FROM THE
modern shotgun or rifle to the
weapon used by our fathers. · Today marksmanship depends on the
. handling of the piece ·after it is
loaded. A shell can be slipped into
the breech by· one person as well
as by another. Formerly loading
was an art fo itself.

IN

THE

* * *DAYS . POWEARLY

der, carefully measured, was poured into the muzzle of the gun and
shaken down by jarring the butt
on the ground, this to insure the
entrance of power into the cap nipple. Then came the wad, for which
paper or any · similar substance
would serve. This . was driven in
tight with the ramrod. Then came
just the right charge of shot, fol. lowed by another wad, also rammed home. With the cap slipped
onto the nipple the piece was ready
to be fired. If the powder had not
been shaken prop~rly into place
the gun would miss fire. If the
charges of powder and shot had
not been accurate!~ adjusted to
each other, or if the charge had
not been properly driven home,
there would be variation in the
· c'1.rrying power and in the pene..:
., t~a tion of the shot.
I

I

1

* *

:ti

FOR MANY YEARS THE FA1
orite receptacle for powder was
l a cow's horn, or, in the west, a
buffalo horn. With a wooden base
fitted tight and a plug in the sawed-~ tip such a container vras excellent. Later, metallic containers
were used! e~~h :with !;I, i~ui~ :wh!~h

-~-.. -f~~~~-~--:-4,;....
'
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A.
•FREEMAN OF .UP~
sends in the followl~g clipping
from the Upham Chronicle. the
item relating to a dog-,.·whlch be-.
longed to his family: .- ·
"On Tuesday of last ,week one
of Upham's oldest residents passed away. Rover, a dog belonging
to G. A. Freeman _is the old timer
in question, his death being due to
the complexities of old age.
"Although the exact birth date
ot the canine ls unrecorded it is
safe to say tliat the dog was the
oldest in the community if not in
the entire state. In checking the
records we find that the dog for
the P\l,St twenty-one years made
his home with the Freemans ana
the old boy was a full grown dog
when they pickea him up and gave
him shelter, which should make
the dog nearly a quarter of a century old.
"Rover had been quite Inactive
during the· latter part of his life,
but will be remembered by many
as a great pal and a whale of a
scrapper. Only one dog is known
to have beaten him in a duel and
that was a big German police dog
by the name of Wolf, but he too
tasted defeat at the ·hands of old
Rover in a return match that ensued."

* * *

MR•. FREEMAN GIVES TH

following additional lnformatio
concerning this. old family . favorite:·

*

* *

"I REMEMBER OF READING
about some dog that lived over
near Minot. It died at the age of

sixteen and I think the Daily New~

4 t iii:
.
•. •
_wrote lt up·as the oldest dog In the
state. Also, Rin Tin received mention. when he died at the age of
about 14 so l thought maybe this ·
case might interest you.

* * *

''PERSONALLY I KNOW THE
'dog is over twenty- years of age.
He was a full grown dog when we
found him and we have had hi~.
I that long so it is reasonable to
think he might be a quarter of· a
, century old•
1

. * * *

"THE WRITEUP IN THE PA-

per says that the dog died from old
age but as a matter of fact we
killed him because he was getting
so helpless that ft was almost a

pity to .watch him walk."-

* . *TO SYMPA·
I KNOW *HOW
thize with anyone over the death
of an old dog. A brown and white
spaniel was my first playfellow. He
was several years older than I, having been obtained by my grandparents long before I was born. He
lived to be about 16, and because
he suffered so greatly from the Infirmities of age it was necessary
to end his life. Drowning was the
method chosen as the most merci..
ful available, and a neighbor was
commissioned to perform the task.
My grandmother remained in the
r' house and wept. Grandfather shut
himself up in the barn where he
could mourn unobserved. I was
only a youngster, and it did not occur to anyone that I might have
tender feelings on the subject, so I
was detailed to assist the neighbor. It was all done as patnlessl
as possible, but I never like t
think· of iL

* * AGO
* THER
MANY 'YEARS
was published a poem in memor
of a dog by one Dayton :aegefarth,
of whom I never heard ln any otb.-

er connection, which others may
like to read. It runs as follows:
BUM.

He's a little dog with a stubby tall,
and a moth-eaten coat of tan,
And his legs are short, of the wobbly sort: I doubt if he ever ran;
And he howls at night, while in
broad daylight he sleeps 1lke a
blooming log,
And he likes the feed ot the gutter
breed; he's a most irregular dog.
I call him Bum, and In total sum
he's all that his name implies,
For he's just a tr~mp with a high·
way stamp that cultu.r e cannot
disguise,
And llis friends, I've found, In the
streets abound, be they urchins
or dog or men,
Yet he sticks to me with a fiendish
glee, it ls truly · beyond my ken.
I talk to him when I'm lonesome
like, and I'm sur.e that he under1

1tandi~

···=-~-~

•
1zv •
ttny reindeer, ..
;)'OR MANY·PERSONS CHRIST- With a little old driver ao llvely
.' mas wouUl lose some of its flavor
and quick
\'tJthout tliat classic of the season, · . _I lfnew in a moment it must be St.
1:he Nig,Jlt. Before Christmas." ,, , · Nick.
at little ·_ P<>!m has delighted hun-;. / . ore r.apid t~an e.agles his ~~~rseds of tho_usands of children and
..... er§ th~z ~~me, ....:-aft!\t ,..~~-. ~
has been treasured in the hearts
- - . -.
ot" those who have come to have
And he whistled
shouted . . b.nd
children of their own. Its author,
called them by,,, na.me~..: :. . .
Clement Clarlse Moore, was born in
"Now Dasher! now rlan.cer!
.
now
N~w York In 1199 and died at NewPrancer and vixen!· · ·
port, R. I., in 1863• . He was grad. C 1.d,
n· d
0 n, Comet'· on
uated from Columbia. in , f804, and
· ~P • on. on er
for twenty1ive years se1fed as a
and Blitzen.
'. · professor in New YorltF General
To the top of the porch, to the top
Tlieological seminary, occupying
of the wall! ·
the chair of Biblical t.,earning and
Now: dash away, dash away, dasll
later changing to that of Oriental
away all!"
.
aad Greek Literature. He publishAs dry leaves that before the wild
ed a volume of poems and ·was the
hurricane fly,
~].Jthor of tli~ological treatlses. Like
tae creator of "Alice" and inventor When they meet with an obstacle,
o her amasing and amusing admount to the sky,
vantures, this teacher M.• serious
So up to the· house-top the coursA·
ers they flew,
•Objects ls . now k nown anu. rememWith the sleigh full. ot toys, and
hjred for an achievement of an
eatirely different type, a bit of
St. Nicholas, too.
vgrse ,hich he probably regarded And then in a twinkling I heard
a.a..of no consequence, but which is
on the roof
known and loved the world over. It
The prancing and pawing of each
hie become my custom to publish_
little hoof.
tllat little poem sometime during i As I drew in my head and was
t
Christmas season, and here it
turning around,
again:
Down the chimney St. Nicholas
* •
came with a bound.
NIGH'l' BEFORE CBIB'I'He was dressed all in fur trom his
MAS.
head to his foot,
And his clothes were all tarnished
with ashes and ". soot;
..
''O"as the night before Christmas
when all through the house
.A bundle of toys he had flung on
Net a creature was stirring, not
his back,
even a mouse;
And he looked like a peddler just
opening his pack;
fte stockings were hung by the
chimney · with c·a re,
His eyes, how t:tiey, twinkled; his
Ia. hopes that St. Nicholas soon
dimples how merry!
His ' cheeks were like ·roses, · Ills
would be there.
nose like a cherry;
·
children were nestled all snug
ln their beds,
His. droll little mouth was drawn
le visions of sugar-plums
up like a bow,
danced in their heads;
And the beard on his chin was . as
a mamma in her kerchief and I
white as the snow.
in my cap,.
The stump of a pipe he held tight
Bat just settied · our brains for a
in his teeth,
long winter's nap,And the smoke it encircled his head
'Wlaen out on the lawn there arose
like a wreath.
such a clatter,
He had a broad ta5e f,nd a little
round_ belly
I
rang from my bed to see what
was the matter.
That shook when he laughed like
Atay to the win·d ow I
like a
a bowl iu.11 of jelly.
flash,
. He was chubby 'and plump-a right
TeN open the shutters and threw
jolly old elf;
,
up the sash.
And I laughed · when I saw him, in
TG. moon on the breast of the
spite of myself.
new-fall en snow
A wink- of his eye and a twist of .
04fe a lustre of midday to objects
his head
below;
Soon gave me to know there was
W'lten what to my wondering eyes
nothing to dread.
should appear,
He spoke not a word, but went
But a miniature sleigh and eight

!

p.m

_.;,,!.'..~~

.:·

•. -.

and·

straight to his work,
And filled all the stockings, then
turned with a jerk•
And laying his .finger aside of hls
nose,
And giving a nod,, up the chimney
h~ rose.
He sprang to his sleigh, to his team
• gave. -~ ~h!~tle,
And away they all flew like the
down of a thistle;
And I heard him exclaim, e~e he
drove out of sight,
"Happy Christmas to all, and to all
Q"ood-night.''·
·
~ ! ! sa.
! R
__ __ _ ,__. :-4
iff&p
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TWO LIPTTERS RECENTLY
received d~al with the subject of
•hess and checkers,
excellent
games, both of them, and both
with many ·enthusiastic devotees. Of
-the two checkers has undoubtedly
ad the greater number of players,
least in this country, probably/
ecause · the rudiments are mor ·
4uickly mastered and the game it
--.if is usually played more rapid
J.t than chess.

* *1609 *FIRST AVEC. M. M'KAY,
ue North, is interested in both
mes and, while he does not pross to be an expert in either game,
would like to see those in the
ty who are interested in the
~me 'brought together on the ba.as of their commoµ. interest, with
e possibility _in mind of forming
chess and checker club if, atter
me experimentation ,the interest
ems sufficient to warrant it. Mr.
cKay has corresponded with the .
inneapolis Chess and Checker
b, and has received information
the manner in which that ornization is conducted. He thinks
at it would scarcely be feasible
start out here on the lines foled In Minneapolis, but would
e to get in touch with others
o are interested in order to see
st what may me done. ·
* * OF* DRAYTON
L. W. DUNKIN,
o contributed

the

interestin

w and rope problem, also writes
- he is interested in both games,
st wonders if I am. He 'makes
~ tmggestlon .with: reference to
tile organization of a club, but unubtedly he would be interested
helping the movement along if
were started.

*

* *JUST WHAT
I AM NOT SURE
e situation in North Dakota is
th reference to either of these
games. There have been both state
c!1ess. and state checker associa~ons,. and, presumably, they are
still in existence. Charlie Hurd
comes to mind ·as a Grand Forks
man who was, and perhaps ls, a
member of the North Dakota
checker association. There may be
other members tn town.

* * *

.

AS TO A GRAND FORKS CITY
association I am not sure. Checkers was a popular gall).e · -many
years ago around the old city: hall
an4 in the barber shops, and there
were enough enthusiastic players

I

to form a first-class club, : but
whether or not this was ever done
I do not remember. Perhaps
somebody else can tell.
.I

*

* *

·~.

CHESS PLAYING WAS '" £ENtralized, so far as I can reca;ll, in
the lobby of the offices 'how ~pccupied by Drs. Campbell and Williamson and their associates. Dr. H.
D. Quarry, who died many years
ago, was a good player. Dr.
Wheeler sometimes sat in, and
others from around town who loved
the game would drift in, and there
,'were some interesting sessions.

I

* * AT BOTH
I . HAVE *PLAYED
games. At one time I considered
myself a crack player. My father
knocked that notion out of ·my
head with a suddenness that left
me dizzy. Later I improved and
was able to hold him even.
The
last game I played was perhaps ten
years ago with H. Brown, the barber. ,It had been years since I had
played; and I was curious to see
how much of it I remembered.. I
never reached the king row. I had
forgotten the simplest combinations/ and Brown just played rings
around me.
·

* *

*
SOME FORTY
YEARS AGO I
played chess often with my uncle,
the late W. L. Davies, afterward
~f Crookston.
We were pretty
evenly matched and , our sessions
w uld sometimes last until 2 A. M.
or later. Our favorite method of
winding up the evening was to devour a whole mince pie, half to
each. Indigestion? We never had
a symptom of it.

*

*

* *

~k

*
I HAVE RECEIVED
SEVERAL
solutions of the dice problem, all
of them correct, so far.
Each of
the five . gamblers had at the beginning respectively $81, $41, $21,
$11, and $6. In each case the thing
was wor~ed out backward.
The
main difficulty in solving the problem arises from the tendency to
get tangled up. The figuring is
simple enough.
ONE CQRRESPONDENT,
while he solved the problem easily
enough by simple arithmetic, has
not been able to find an algebraic
formula for it that fits to his satisfaction. I suppose there is a method by ,v .aich one may r~p·r.e sent
J. ea~h .o.f th~ fiv~ u!!_kn.ow;i ~Ua!lt.i-

.

--.,--.-

MISS FLORA CAMERON
:Burr, of Bottineau, sister of Justice A. G. Burr, of the North Dakota supreme court, and well
4hown to many Grand Forks
friends, is a wrfter of excellent
verse, much. of which has· appearecl
in standard periodicals devoted especially to poetry. Familiar as she
is with Scottish 'literature and tradition, and an ardent admirer of
Sir Walter Scott, she indicates in
,the following poem something of
the fascination which the great
bard and novelist has had for his
/ younger readers:

* * *

WALTER SCOTT
(The Scott Centenary.)

You little lass of half a score
You'd better learn your A. B. C.;
Schoolmasters they are grim you
know
And lessons must be gotten so,
O Lassie can't you ·see.
Sit not and dream of knights of
old;
Roman tic castle, steep and gray;
Gay streaming tartans; glitt'ring
spear,
Of lessons you'll not have my dear
A single line today.
Put bye your Old Mortality;
·
Fair ·Maid of Perth and bold Robj
Roy,
What may you know of Walter
Scott
ou simple bairnie all untaught; .
How can you .find such joy
In these old volumes blue and
brown
That long since Jost their bit of
goldYour great blue eyes are open
dear,
But not a single word you hearWhat wild tale now is told?
There, Daddy's only teasing, Lassu're reading all about his home·
.About the well loved Scottish Land'
It'B song and legend wild and
grand
That cling round tower and dome.
My lassie, I have trod the braes
With br.oom and heather co;ered
o'er
And wandered down romantic glen
Where I shall never tread again
Nor dream the dreams of yore. ,
0 ltttle Lad of half a score
With freckled face and curly hair
You never on your lessons· thought
While fast devouring Walter Scott
Amongst the heather over. there.

* * *

OTHER TIMES, OTHER MAN-

ners. It cannot be denied that the
older"-novelists. appeal less forcefully to the younger generation of today than they did to readers of
their own time. The -writers themselves breathed the same atmosphere that their readers breathed.
'l'hey were part of the same social
structure, with its manners and
mannerisms. They wrote for a
more leisurely period than ours, a
; period which knew Jess of newspa! per headlines, and
which knew
· ' nothing of a thrilling drama compressed · in to a1l hour of pictures
flashed on the screen. It was a
period which · was not surfeited
with literature and more or less
authentic imitations of it. It was
a period which took Us literature
as the epicurean takes his wellplanned dinner, giving time to each
course, and thus extracting its full
fine flavor. We 'are more apt to
read-if we read-as we d vour a
hot dog while the man fills up the
gas tank. And we tell him to be
quick about · it.

'*

* *IN YOUTH
TO THOSE WHO
acquired a taste for what we some. times call the English classics there
is still fascination in re-reading
them and ,in reviving the memories
in which they are rich. And there
is proof of the power of those books
in . the fact that they still appeal
to those of a later time, who are
reared in ·a different atmosphere,
but who are able, for a little while,
to reconstruct something of the
sense of leisure which characterized a century ago.

* * * '

A FEW-DOUBTLESS A VERY
few-of the present residents of
Grand Forks, knew Rev. H. G.
Mendenhall, who was pastor of the
First Presbyterian church here
from 1884 to 1889. For a short
time Mr. Mendenhall owned the
Grand Forks Plaindealer, but he
found that ventu:ve unprofitable
and disposed of the paper at som
loss. From Grand Forks he moved
east and held pastorates there. Ten
years· ago he was elected stated .
clerk of the Presbytery of New
York, and last month he retired
from that position to become stated clerk emeritus. The New York
Tfmes under date of November 22
g~ves the following account of a
dinner given in his honor :

* * *

II LEADERS
IN THE PRESBY,terian church vied with each oth-

er last evening at a dinner in the
Hotel Carteret, 214 ·W"st Twentythird street, in paying ti:ibute to
the Rev. Dr. Harlan G. Mendenhall, 81 years old, on the occasion
of his r~tirement as stated clerk
of th~ ~r_esblteri of New: :York and

1y, it 1s ev1aent- that a good m~ny
people must be kept busy cracking
the nuts and sorting out the kernels.
'

A

CORRESPONDENT ASKS
for Information concerning a poe~
which he learned "somewhere in
the grades," but part of which h:
has forgotten, togetb;r frt th:k
name pf the author.
0 en
.f
it surprising, not that so
~
hat one learned ln the gr es !s
w .
but that so muc of it
forgotten,
Th hild is a busy
!s r,e membered.
e c
t.._
t
individual. There is so mucn . o
see and so many things to do. Life
is crowded. School work is apt to
be an Incident and a good deal of
a bore. Yet in some war a lot ~f it
sticks, and it makes impressions
that last through long years. The
verses which my friend remembers
a?e as fallows:

* * *

I SUPPOSE THAT WITH ALmonds and other solid-meat nuts
practically all the work is done by
machinery, but the Ohio chap
cracks black walnuts w~th some
sort of little hand machine.
He
has cracked 800 bushels of nuts
this season and expects to make
it 2,000. He has seven men at
work cracking and sorting.

mr:h

.* * *

MY OWN EXPERIENCE WITH
nuts was with those collected from
native trees for home consumption
only. We had walnuts, ~utternuts,
·hickory and hazel nuts and chest..
nuts, to say nothing of beechnuts,
which could often be gathered
from the ground in handfuls. They
were not held in high esteell), al..
though they were good enough to
nibble at. They were small, three... .
cornered. nuts with thin soft shells
and solid, but quite oily meat. Walnut and butternut husks contained strong, dark-bz:own coloring
material, and in the fall every boy's
fingers bore a rich color which
lasted until well into winter.
In
the earlier days of homespun and
home-wove:r;i lath butternut juice,
and possibl
walnut juice, · was
used for dyeing cloth, hence the
term "butternut .jeans" frequently
found in books relating to the
backwoodso

* a *beggarly
* boy
"When I was
And lived in a cellar damp,
:t bad not a friend or· a toy,.
But I had Aladdin's lamp.
"When I could not sleep for the
cold,

I had fire enough In my brain,
And builded with roofs of gold
l/J..y beautiful castle's in S~ain.
''Since then I have tolled day and
nite,
I have money and power good
store,
But I'd give all my lamp's of sliver bright,
ll'or the one that is mine no more.''

Can anyone supply the rest?

*

*
:ANOTHER * INTERESTING

* * *

FOR THE ENTERTAINMENT
.of those of my friends who are
mathematically, inclined I submit
the following problem:

fact ls that the quotations which
seem to be remembered most persistently are those relating to
:htldhood and its experiences. The
,14 nursery rhymes, of course, are
1ever quite forgotten. And \such
loems as .,I remember, I remem-

* * *

be~ ,the ~use where I waS -;:;:..
"Turn back your pinions, 0 Time,
in your flight," Whittier's "Barefoot boy," and a host of others will
always be favorites, even though
parts ot them can no longer be recalled.

on

* * •

A STRAY ·PARAGRAPH TELLS
of the experience of one person
back in Ohio in cracking black
walnuts for market. I ne\"er gave
much thought to the cracking of
nuts as an industry, but when one
thinks of the vast quantity of nut
kernels
- .. . that. .., are. . marketed annual-

I

TWELVE OXEN ARE TURNED
into a field of grass containing
three and one-third acres, and by
the end of four weeks have not
only eaten all the grass that was
on it when they were turned in,
but also . all that grew during the
four weeks. Similarly in 9 weeks
21 oxen eat all ·the grass that
grows
10 acres during that time,
together with what was on the
field when they were turned in.
Now assuming in all cases· that the
original quantity and quality per
acre, and the growth per acre, are ·
the same, how many oxen can i
this way gra_z.~ for 18 we.eks on 2
· acres?. · -

I

CHRISTMAS TIME BRINGS TO
~ost ot our older people recollect1o~s of the manner in which the
holiday season was observed in dis!ant.parts of our own country, or,
lt may be, in lands beyond the
ocean. To Mrs. L. M. Aaserud,
1006 Oak street, it recalls the old
city of Edinburgh and the country
near by, where her own childhood
was spent. Mrs. Aaserud. was
born on the estate of Lord Dundas, perhaps a dozen miles from
the city . of Edinburgh, and it was
here that her firs~ few Christmas
seasons were sp nt.

* * *

IN A CASTLE ON THIS Estate. lived Lord Douglas 'w ith his
family and retinue of servants.
Wills enclosed the castle and its
grounds, and a great gate was opened. an~ closed by a gate-keeper
o;r his wife to permit carriages to
pass. Outside this enclosure was
the farm land, divided into fields
Y ~edges, and the tenants who
;eulbvated the land lived in cottages of which there were about a
d?zen in a rowt making a small
village center.

* • *

3UST BEFORE EACH CHRIST-

mas there was a. grand party at
tbe castle for the children on the
estate. That was a notable event
and preparations for it .were made
long in advance, for the older chil~
4ren were expected to· speak pieces
and sing Christmas songs in the
ftttle · program which was. always
prepared.
Scrubbed clean and
dressed in their best the children
attended this function and return~
ed. home bearing the gifts which
,rere always distributed and which
to the children, constituted th~
_.in feature of the entertainment.

* * *

THE PRES:tgNTS, PROVIDED .
by the noblem~n and his family,
Included sweets and dainties, a few

toys, and goods for dresses for the
glrI, and Qtllet .~lotlJ.ing for the
boys.

Mrs.

Aaf?erud

remembers

well the beautiful French merino
which was given to the girls to be
made at home into d·r esses' for
Ithem.

* * *
THE CELEBRATION
. OP
Ohriatmaa· was not confined to the
function at the castle, as it was always observed by the familieiS at
home. Children hung up U1~ir
stockings and care was.. taken .

see that these were well filled.
Gifts were not elaborate, and it
~ was only the children who were
\thus remembered. For each child
there would be a small assortment
of nuts, candy and raisins, usually
8: toy, an~ as many things of practical value as were available.
These would include mittens and
stockings, knit from soft native
wool, warm fluffy scarfs, occasion
~lly a. bit ot ribbon for the girls
and, in general, things that woul
be useful to the children rathe
than merely amusing or decorative ·
And the delight of the children i
these simple and homely gifts wa
as great as is ever felt by othe
children where gifts are given on\
a more lavish scale.

1
1

There coftee was served either at
the table or in the smoking room
to which the men withdrew, while
the ladies took their coffee in the
drawing room.

* *
HANDS~* MONDA.~i

JGN- .

1

* *

*

WHILE CHILDREN OCCUPIED
a prominent ·part in· all the Christ-

mas celebrations~ their elders also
had their share in the festivities.
As there was to be much visiting
back and forth, food in great
abundance and variety was provided in advance. All the important
cooking and baking was done before Christmas, for the entire season, from Christmas day to Handsel Monday, which was the Monday after New Year's, was obseryed as a holiday time, during
which most ot the domestic occupations were suspended.

tioned by Mrs. Aaserud, ls the
name given to the first Monday
of the new year~ excluding New
Year's day. The name "Handsel"
has been given generally to the
first money received as from a
sale of goods, to the first . gifts
made to a bride after her marriage, ·
~nd in other ways to first payments or tokens .o f remembrance.
As applied to the first Monday of
the New Year it was observed as a
day for the giving of presents, especially from employer to employe.
While· in ,the rural districts of Scotland the day merely marked the
end of the holiday season, in the .
cities and villages it wa~ .a day
when the servants of the household expected ~nd received pres..
ents and when · those who had
served the' public as messengers, laborers, etc., went from door to door
inviting gratuities.

l

* * *

.

HERE, WHERE THE PEOPLE
of many lands have mingled, our
*
Christmas celebration has become
BEFORE CHRISTMAS,
THERE·
a c9mposite in which can be found
f ore, there were made vast Quantitles of current bread and short , traces of many ancient traditions. ·
bread. Haggis was made, and l Some of .us recall w1\.h pleasure the
t~ere were mad~ many square
s.ourc.e s from w. hich some of those
traditions came and the observyards of potato scones, which Mrs.
ances :which made Christmas a
Aaserud says is p;ractically identijoy in ·~Udhood and youth and
cal with the Scandinavian lefsa
whieli ~n flavor to it after many
with which many of our people are
years.
familiar. With larders well stocked with these and other provisions
f.a milies were ready to . entertain
tijeir friends.
·

* *

.

*

*

*

*

*
COOKING ARRANGEMENTS
as M.r s. Aaserud .recalls them, in~
eluded the use of both the open
fireplace and -the, stove, although
the stove was usually built into the
chimney base, and on each side
was a ledge on which after boiling
the kettle was set to simmer or the
tea to brew slowly.
*
TEA, OF COURSE,
WAS THE
main beverage, and it was black
tea that was almost Invariably
used. Coffee was scarcely ever
used by the cottagers, and never
with meals at the castle dinners.

I

,.
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SOME INTERESTING OBSE~
•attons on chess and checkers are
:furnished by J. B. Mattison, a former resident of Grand Fork~. now
of Inkster, N. D.~ who writes as
follows:

* * *

"IN YOUR COLUMN FOR DEeember 20 one of your correspondents mentions the idea of forming
a chess and checker club and yo
state that you do not · remembe
whether such a club had ever been
started in Grand Forks in the early
days or not. This reminded me
that when I lived in Grand Forks
12 years ago I was somewhat_interested in checkers, and I remember
some of the old games and old
players.

* * *

"THE BOYS USUALLY MET·IN
the old city hall, with Dawley as
host. Among the good fellows who
used to gather there were Charlie
Hurd, K. C. Hunter, Colonel Knudeon, E. C. Bates, myself and a barber named Rock. As a preliminary
to our starting a checker club the
renowned H. N. Pillsbury visited
the city and gave an exhibition of
blindfolded playing of chess and
checkers.

*

*

4
' PILLSBURY *SAT
IN ONE
earner of the room playing a hand
of whist, while our good friend O.
. J. Barnes called the numbers for
chess and checkers. Among the
players those that I remember were
Dr. Wheeler and C. E. Lewis, chess
players, and K. C. Hunter, E. C.
Bates, Charles Hurd, a Mr. Hamilton, Andy Davidson and myself,
chepker players. Our good friend
Our11e Hurd had the honor of
winning the only checker game
ftom the professional in Grand
Forks. I was looking over some
ot my old cllppings the other day
and I find that this exhibition was

held February 3, 1900.

*

,,.

*

4'()0R CLUB *WAS FORMED
n after this, and we had rooms
r the drug store, corner Third
eet and DeMers ave~ue, where

iii

s - ,7QCZ?

we· met during that llrtnter· i!td
spring. As a matter ot fa.ct, the

players did not rally to support the
club and it was forced to close. I
think it C. M. McKay would get in
touch· with A. P. Jones of Hankin~
son, who Is secretary of the .state
association he· would· learn , where

they hold their tournament &JJ.d by
all mean!' go and take part in lt."

*

* * H.A1,L. AT
"THE OLD CITY
the conier of , Third st~elt . and
Second avenue North, where the
Fuller building stands, was, I think,
a brick-veneer building with the
council chambe~ and a couple of
•city offices on the second. floor and
on the ground floor the offices of
the city justice,· In front, at the
rear of that a fairly large room withr
police lockers and paraphernalia,
and back of that the cells of the
city jail. As there was not room .
in the building for all the , offices
a,nd the records were not secure ,
from fire, F. A. Brown, city auditor~ and B. F. · Brockhoff, city treasurer, had their offices for several
yeai:s in the Se~l.lrity-bUildlng~·

.

* * ,*

''I RECALL THE PLAYING OF
numerous checker games in ·t:tie police room of the old city . hall,
Henry Dawley, mentioned by Mr.
Mattison, was janitor of , the building. He died a good many years
ago.

.

* * *

.

"WHILE I HAVE NOT INVESt1gated in person I am informed
that about a dozen men may be
found almost any afternoon playing checkers at the Y. M. C. A. I
am not aware that there ls any
organization. I assume that Mr.
McKay's interest is not especially
in the f onnation of another organization, but in bringing together
in some way those who are interested in chess and checkers In order that interest In the games may
be stimulated and that those .who
are fond· of the games may have
as wide a circle as possible from
whom their opponents may be

drawn.

* *

*
"CHESS AND CHECKERS
ARE
not games that go well with con·
versation, and a player.where games
are being played has not a lively
appearance to an outsider. Checkers, especially, seems to be favored
by elderly men who have retired
from active life and have abundant ..time on their hands. It is a
popular game in Florida, and in almost. any city there one may find
corners where, from morning until
night, middle-aged and oftt men sit
and play checkerEJ while others
spend their time pitching horseshoes or lawn bowling.
* * ABOUT
*
"ONE BEAUTY
CHESS
and checkers is that neither game

requires either elaborate equlpmeQ.t
or gallery. I have played some
mighty interesting games of checkers on a pine board with squares
drawn in pencil · and with buttons
or round bits of wood for pieces.
With nobody to criticize or ·applaud
two fellows can have a mighty fine
. time with such equipment, in any
odd comer-provided theY. ~!ke the
game.

I HAVE JUST BEEN LISTENIng to that always popular "Humoresque," and I was reminded of
the late W. W. Hall. He had ineluded that number in a Metropolitan program one Sunday afternoon. In announcing the number
Hall gave its title and described it
briefly, but he s~id "I have never
been able to understand why it is
called 'Humoresque,' for I can't
see anything particularly funny
about it."
·

* * *

SOME INGENUITY WAS DIS-'
played once to get the Metropolitan
opened for a concert on a Sunday
without running foul of the legal
prohibitions against Sunday enter-~
tainments. Dan Godfrey's band, anl
organization famous all over the
world at that time, was to play \
fn Winnipeg and was open for a
Sunday
engagement in Grand
Forks, Having heard the band
In Scotland, Alex. Mather was especially anxious that it should play
here. But the statute seemed to
stand In the way. It occurred to
somebody _that there might be no 1
ha.rm In a sacred concert on Sunday, and it was as a sacred cone\rt that the entertainment was
billed.

* * *A MUSICAL
IT :WAS REALLY
treat, for the band was a fine orr
ganizatlon, composed of excellent
players, and under competent direction. T~e program include~
classical and popular numbers, se.:\
1W:
1

-

.

'

lections on the bagpipes, and some
excellent dances in highland costume. We were all as greatly edified as 1f it had been Tuesday, or
any other day of the week. Nobody
raised any question about the col. .
lection o.f an admission fee. It
seemed that· describing the entertainment as 'a sacred concert covered everything.

* * *

1
•

THERE ARE MILLIONS OF
people who never "picked a peck
of pickling peppers," but not many
who haven't tried at some time to
tell how Peter Piper did it. W. C.
Williams of Grand Forks tells how
he once picked a peck of roasted
chestnuts right out of the tree
where they· grew, and that beats
Peter Piper all hollow.

* * *

RAISED IN THE BLUE MOUNt~ins, Mr. Williams, at the age of
~. roame~he hills ·at will, and one
f~ll, ~hlle on a nutting expedition

aoout six miles from home he and
a boy companion were lost and didn't show up at home for three days
and nights. The weather was warm
and the boys were accustomed to
being out nights, nuts were plentiful, and the boys had no difficulty
in getting along.

* * *

i

- IT WAS JUST BEFORE THE
first frost, and the chestnut burrs
had not opened yet, so the nuts
were not easy to get. The boys
had a streak of luck, however, for
a fire had run through the mountains and at one spot the boys
founu a·chestnut tree that had been
burne4 down. The tree, loaded
with .nuts, lay prostrate in as~es
which were still warm. The leaves
were gone, and the burrs were all
blackened and the spines which
had covered th~m were burned off.
The burrs opened almost at a
touch, and inside were ripe chestnuts, roasted to a turn. While the
nuts were cold a little warming up
freshened them, and the lads filled
their sacks and feasted. This is
the only case of which I have heard
in which roasted chestnuts were
picked off the tree.

* *

* THER.E SEEMS
THIS YEAR
to have been less fussing than usual over the use of Christmas trees.
In some former years vigorous efforts have been made to discourage
altogether the use of Christmas
trees on the ground that that the
practice destroys young growth that
ought to be preserved in order that
our forests ?Xl~ not dis~ppear altogether.

* * *

UNDOUBTEDLY THERE HAS
been a great deal of needless
.slaughtering in the collection of
Christmas trees for sale. But it is
also true that all the Christmas

trei; thit th~ ~Quntri ca:Q uu
•

..

t

.· • .•
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is the one given the word by sai ors everywhere, . therefore it must
be correct.
My recollection of a
~ voyage in those water is that ship! mates accented the third syllable,
which is what the dictionary does.

IN ITS "FORTY YEARS AGO"
o.epartments a few days ago the
Winnipeg Free Press had this paragraph:
.
"R. D. Campbell presided at the
annual dinner of the Manitoba
'Medical Students Q.Ssociation, held
fn Manitoba hotel December 23,
1892. Mr. Campbell is president of
the association."

*

I,
1
'

* *

* *

NOT LONG AFTERWARD THE
etudent of whom that paragraph
was written started practice in
Grand Forks as the partner of Dr.
H. M. Wheeler. He still occupies
the same suite of offices in which
he began his Grand Forks practice, and he is recognized as one of
the leading physicians of the North~est.

* * *

* * *

LISTENING ON CHRISTMAS
tnorning to the round-the-world exehange of Christmas messages
among the various units of the
British empire, I was impressed by
cne phase which King George used
fn the appropriate little address
with which he brdught the proceedings to a close. Speaking of the
difficult experiences through which
the world is passing the king urged
that all who heard him cultivate a
spirit of "reasoned tranquility."
That struck me as a very apt
phrasing descriptive of one of the
essentials of life. It seemed to
strike the happy medium between
••unreasoned'' gloom and "unreasoned" gloom and "unreasoned" op-

timism.

* *BROADCAST
JN THE *SAME

! caught two pronounciations

of
-'Port Said" which interested me.

* ~

The

-

London

announcer

A NOTE FROM ADOLPH S.
Kirsch of Crookston enclosed a
clipping from a Los Angeles paper
concerning the death of Mrs.
Daphne Marquette Mann, of which
f notice was published in The Her~ ald a short time ago, and another
of earlier. date giving a biography
of General C. S. Farnsworth, a
brother-in-law of Mrs. Mann, who,
retired . from service, is now a resident of California. The substance
of this article was also published
in The Herald some time ago.

* * *

THE CLIPPINGS WERE SENT
to Adolph by his brother John, who
. lives at Altadena, Calif., and who
has penciled a notation on the
Farnsworth clipping wondering if
General Farnsworth was ever sta1 tioned at Fort Pembina.
I think
II not, ·although it is possible that he
1 was
there for a short time as a
lieutenant.

* * *

THE TWO KIRSCH BOYS,
John and Adolph, were mail clerks
on the Great Northern for many
years. Adolph retired on account
l of ill health after 40 years' service
and now lives in Crookston. John
, has been in California for several
years. Both ran on the Grand
Forks-Duluth line for many years,
I and in the earlier days ran to St.
Vincent when that was the end of
the line and Fort , Pembina was
.still occupied by soldiers.
Their
f ath~~ l,j.y~d at Eu~lid i~ th~ ~~rly

Imake it rhyme with "side," and not

didn't

l

' quite the pronounciation usually
given to "Aida," but almost the latter, with the distinct suggestion of
two iyllables. The man at the port
Itself made it rhyme with "raid/'
all in one syllable.

I
'1

* • *

IT DOES NOT F<!>LLOW THAT
the man who lives in a place or
has visited it has the correct pronunciation of its name.
Walter
Winchell once def ended his pronunciation of "Caribbean" with the
accent on the second syllable by
declaring that that pronu_nciat· on

*.

IF WINCHELL SHOULD INsist that popular usage governs he
might fa.11 back on the practice,
very common, if not almost unanimous, among the . English-speaking
soldiers in France of calling the
city of Ypres "Wipers" instead of
"Eep," which is the French of it.
However, there are many people
who are convinced that foreigners
don't know how to speak their own
language correctly.

1

WILL ROGERS IS ONE OF MY
favorite authors. I enjoy his absurdities, and I admire his ability
to do up a gem of wisdom in a
packa,ge bristling with wit. Of late
be
run afoul of a number of
critics, who, I thought, took the
humorist too seriously, and I note
with regret that Rogers seems inclined to take his critics, if not
hJmself, too seriously.

bas

* A*STICKLER
* . FOR
BOGERS IS
demanding full payment according

to contract from the nations indebted to the United States government. On numerous occasions
he bas presented th~t opinion,
dressed up in appropriately humorous garb. He presented it
again, in a manner more grave
an gay while the applications of
t e debtor nations for postponent were under discussion, and
e> e of his letters on the subject
b ought upon him a barrage of
er!tfcism from persons who did not
things as he did. Rogers is a
t~ular contributor to the New
t'wk Times, and several of the
~tlcal letters published in that
~aper urged that Rogers be fired.

•'e

'

* * *

~aE EDITORIAL ATTITUDE

cit the Times has all along been in
favor of a re-examination of the
whole debt situation, together with

----

problems of trade and · disarmaa view toward possibl~
~
material revision of the debts. ,
Some of Rogers' critics could ;not
see how a newspaper could retain
as a paid co~tributor a writer
wbese opinions differed so greaUy ·
ftom its own.

ment, with

I

* DISCUSSED
* *
THE TIMES
THE
subject editorially, good humored.ly reminding its ·readers that Rogers ls a professional humorist and
that it ls a mistake to take a' jestlzi.g remark too seriously. Rogers
acbJey-fd an excellent come-back in
an tpttle paragraph in which he
gave notice that while he permitted the editor of the Times to express his opinion in his own way ·
he was not to be held responsibl~
in any way for the editorial utterances of the Times.

*

* HONORS
* ABOUT
THAT MADE
even, and it seemed to be a good
place to dr.o p the controversy.
Rogers, however,. has not forgotten

it.

In his latest letter he un e •
takes to defend himself,. In quite
. serious fashion, against hls critics.
He says that he has :first-hand
knowledge, gained by travel and
personal contact, of matters · of
which his critics know only by
hearsay, and with considerable emphasis he declares that he knows
what he is talking about.

*

* * ONE A GOOD
THAT STRIKES
deal as it would if a stage comedian should step out of his part
and, leaning over the footlights, berate his audience for not seeing the
· artistry of his performance when,
in the nature of things, he must
know more about it than anyone
else in the house. I recall no other occasion on which Rogers has
shown sensitiveness to criticism,
and that is ,a ·dangerous thing for
a professional humorist to do.

*

* * A PLACE
ROGERS OCCUPIES
in American analagous to that of
the court jester of olden days, and
Uiis is said without disparagement
of him. It is true that the cap and
bells and the suit of motley which
tradition prescribed for the jester
symbolized a certain mental deficiency, and undoubtedly in many
cases tha symbol was justified. But
there were jesters of another type,
whose attire served as a disguise
for keen intellect, br1lllant wit and
sound sense, and many who wore
the motley were real philosophers.

* * * '

LE~S HOPE THAT ROGERS
will forget his critics, except as he
may find occasion to turn the
laµab
~Iii i~~~ an4 ~§.t
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contihue to regale ·us with pure
fun, and to convey to us the wisdom of which he has so great a
store, presented in his own original,
humorous and effective way.

*

* * OF STARK
H. H. MURCHIE
weather writes that he mislaid th
paper containing the cow problem
He has reconstructed it from mem
ory, but hasn't got it right.
Fo
his information, the problem l
that of a cow-not a horse-tie
by a rope 100 feet long to th
corner of a barn 25 feet square
Over what area can she graze. Th
answer, as worked out by Mr. Dun
kin of Drayton, and whi'cb seem
to be correct, ls 30,294,337 feet. Th
problem cannot be solved withou
ascertaining the size, in degrees, o
one ang:e. The solution cannot b
explained without a diagram.

I HAVE BEEN GIVEN THE
prtvilege of examining the minutes
of the North Star Toboggan club,
an organization which once flourfshe in Grand Forks. The minutes
now read like ancient history, as
they dat& back before statehood.
' The book in which they are recorded was among the effects of
the late C. C. Gowran, who was
one of the organizers of the club,.
and later its secretary.

Ifirst this was fixed

at 5 cents per
person per ride, and the janitor
was instructed to collect this, sum
in each case before the ride was
started. Evidently the club was determined to take no chances.

* * *

* *· *

THE SLIDE WAS OFFICIALLY
opened on Saturday, February 13.
In order that everything might be
done in order W. H. Pringle waa
elected captain and. C. C. Gowran
and W. A. Currie lieutenants, these
officers to have charge of the operation ot the slide.

* * *

*
ON THE *EVENING
OF FEB\ ruary 24 a banquet was held, this
function having been postponed ·
from the 17th on account of bad
weather.
Nineteen couples attended and Misses Griggs and
Walsh presented to the club a
handsome banner, in return for
which courtesy they were elected
honorary members.

INITIAL STEPS FOR THE ORganizatlon of the club were taken
at a meeting held January 30, 1886,
at the office of W. H. Wilder, at
wnich there were Wallace Huff,
Frank V. Kent, J. B. Wineman, W.
L. Wilder, T, J. McAdam, J. C. LeBeau, W. A. Gordon, J. P. Walker,
0. B.- March, O. W. Barnes and W.
H. Burr.
A PERMANENT ORGANIZAtion was effected with J. B. Wineman president, W. H. Burr, secreta,ry and W. A. Gordon, treasurer.
A building committee was appoint4 to make recommendations·. for
be building of a slide. At a subsequent meeting this committee reported in favor of erec~ng a slide
on the river bank at the foot of
Division avenue. The report was
approved and the committee was
instructed to proceed.

* * *

MEMBERSHIP IN THE CLUB
w.as fixed at 50 in the constitution,
but this limit appears to have been
the subject of cbnsiderable controversy as in February the limit was
reduced to 40, and although at later meetings several motions to
have the original figure restored,
such motions were regularly defeated until March when the limit
was rats~d. , Dues were · fixe~ at

$&.00 payable strictly in advance.
Consideration .f or the clergy was
shown in the fact that ministers
of the gospel were admitted to
membership at half the regular
rate.

* *

A STOVE WAS * OBTAINED
for the warming .room at a cost of
$6.00, a cord of wood was bought,
and the use of the steamer headHghts for the slide was obtained
from Captain Griggs on condition
that the club would receipt for
them and return them in good condition. Sam Lowe was appointed
janitor for two weeks at a salary
of $1.00 per day. There were several candidates for this position.

* * *

WHILE THE SLIDE
WAS
built primarily for the use of club
members, it was decided to permit
its use by the general public upon
the payment of a suitable fee . ._.Ai.

*

ll

.

*

Teel,- Alice Topping, Daisy Reeve,
Gertie Griffin, Rose and Katie Nugent __Annie Stewart Dollie Miller,
Theresa Mosette, Rhodes, Cora
Smith, Delie Garvey.

*
ONE OF *
THE* FEATURES
OF
that year was a trip by club members to St. Paul to attend the winter carnival• . Special rates were
obtained for transportation, and
the club, properly uniformed, participated in the storming of the ice
palace.

l

* *

NEXT YEAR A NEW ·s LIDE
was built, back ·of Captain McCormack's residence on North Third
r street.
M. J. Moran & Co. were
bidders on the job, but their price
of $475 was too high and the work
went to McNicol & McAdam for
$378.50.
Membership fees were
raised to $10 and it was ordered
that the club uniforms be blue,
trimmed with blue, also that all
members · wear their unif oriµs
when using the slide.

*

* AFTERNOON
*
CHRISTMAS
.
was set for the opening of the new
slide. The University Cadet band
agreed to play at the opening if
the club members would attend
the opening of their new rink. C.
C. Gowran was elected secretary
for the second year, and the later
minutes are in his writing.

* * *

LADIES WERE ELIGIBLE FO
honorary membership a.nd at
meeting January 7, 1887, the fol
lowing ladies were so elected:

.- 6,~~fl.i~J~~ ·:~~.~-·

'r-

Bosard, O. W. Barnes, :r. Walker
Smith, George A. Bachelder, W. L.
Wilder,· J. P. · Bray, B. Pringle, F.
A. Gockey, M. M. Lockerby, Alex
Griggs, S. W. McLaughlin; W. Mc·
Bride, A. G. Johnson, G. J. Hankey, E. C. Cooper, J. P. Armstrongt
j. L. Cole, W. 0.- Palmer,
John
Birkholz, C. A. Hale, E. A. Gowran,
S. S. Titus, M. Reuth, M. L. McCormack.
Misses Ferguson, Leet, Burr, Carley, Booth, Lennon, Julia. and Clara
Robinson,
Boardman,
Monser,
Woodworth, May and Lillian Dow,
May Teel, Nellie McMaster, Duckey
Grig-gs, Blanche Hunter, Gertie

!
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